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		The most important things you need to know about creating successful user experiences

	
		We want our UX to be brilliant. We want to create stunning user experiences. We want our UX to drive the success of our business with useful and usable software products. This book draws on the wisdom and training of Jakob Nielsen and Don Norman to help you get your UX right - in 101 ways!

	
		101 UX Principles shows you the 101 most important things you need to know about usability and design. A practical reference for UX professionals, and a shortcut to greatness for anyone who needs a clear and wise selection of principles to guide their UX success. Learn the key principles that drive brilliant UX design.

	
		Enjoy 101 Principles including 'Good UX has a Beginning, a Middle, and an End', 'Make Your Links Look Like Links', 'Don't Use Obsolete Icons', 'Decide Whether an Interaction Should Be Obvious, Easy, or Possible', 'Test with Real Users', 'Making the most of fonts', 'Good UX for search results', and 'Show your user - don't tell your user!'

	
		"Good to read from beginning to end, and a nice dip-in-and-out text, the chapter titles reminded me of principles I don't even think about explicitly when I likely should. The book inspired me to start more explicitly articulating some of the principles I just take for granted."

	
		- Elizabeth Churchill, Director of User Experience at Google
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Building Your Team's Morale, Pride, And SpiritCenter for Creative Leadership, 2004
This book will help you determine your current level of readiness with respect to the characteristics and skills necessary for building morale, pride and spirit.

To build morale, pride, and spirit, a leader needs certain characteristics and skills. This book will help you determine your current level of readiness. It describes two key...
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Electrical Engineering License: Problems and Solutions, 8th ed (Engineering Press at OUP)Oxford University Press, 1998

	This companion volume to Electrical Engineering License Review presents the main book's end-of-chapter problems with detailed step-by-step solutions. A sample exam, also with step-by-step solutions, is included. 100% problems and solutions.
...
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Programming in the OSEK/VDX Environment (With CD-ROM)CMP Books, 2001
In May 1993, several German automotive manufacturers — BMW, Bosch, Daimler-Chrysler, Opel, Siemens, VW — agreed to collaborate on the specification for a common, real-time distributed operating system tailored for automotive applications. The project was coordinated by the University of Karlsruhe in Germany and was to be called...
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How to Solve Problems: New Methods and IdeasNova Science Pub Inc, 2008

	Teaching mathematics to high-school students, for more than thirty years, I was troubled

	by such questions as:





	− Can we get rid of the fear of problems, and in general of mathematics?

	− Is there a way to enhance our aptitude in problem solving and become more creative?

	− What causes more...
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Practical Guide to Hydrogenated Nitrile Butadiene Rubber TechnologySmithers Rapra Technology, 2012

	Hydrogenated Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (HNBR) is a synthetic polymer that results from the hydrogenation of Nitrile Rubber (NBR). It is widely known for its physical strength and retention of properties after long-term exposure to heat, oil and chemicals. The unique properties attributed to it have resulted in wide adoption of HNBR in...
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Neural and Fuzzy Logic Control of Drives and Power SystemsNewnes, 2002


	The idea of writing this book arose from the need to investigate the main principles of

	modern power electronic control strategies, using fuzzy logic and neural networks, for

	research and teaching. Primarily, the book aims to be a quick learning guide for

	postgraduate/undergraduate students or design engineers interested in...
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